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Pokemon oras walkthrough pdf

Discussion Appendix Displays the story of Bulbapedia, the community-led Pokémon encyclopedia. Omega Ruby Alpha Sapphire This is an in-depth walkthrough for Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire for Nintendo 3DS. These pages detail the redone iteration, not Ruby Pokémon and Sapphire. The guide for these can be found here. Part 1 -
Littleroot Town, Route 101, Oldale Town, Route 103, Route 102, Petalburg City Part 2 - Route 104, Petalburg Woods, Rustboro City, Rustboro Gym, Route 116, Rusturf Tunnel, Devon Corporation Part 3 - Routes 105 and 106, Dewford Town, Dewford Gym, Granite Cave, Routes 107 and 108 Part 4 - Route 109, Slateport City, Ocean Museum, Contest
Spectacular Hall, Route 110, Trick House Part 5 - Mauville City, Mauville Gym Part 6 - Route 117, Verdanturf Town, Route 116, Rusturf Tunnel, Devon Corporation Part 7 - Route 111 (south), Route 112 (south), Fiery Path, Route 7 112 (north), Route 111 (north), Route 113 Part 8 - Fallarbor Town, Route 114, Meteor Falls, Route 115 Part 9 - Route 112
(south), Mt. Chimney, Jagged Pass, Lavaridge Town, Lavaridge Gym Part 10 - Route 111 (desert) , Petalburg Gym, Route 118, Southern Island Part 11 - Route 119, Weather Institute, Fortree City, Fortree Gym Part 12 - Routes 120 and 121, Safari Zone, Route 122, Mt. Pyre, Route 123 Part 13 - Slateport Harbor, Lilycove City Part 14 - Team Magma
HideoutOR/Team Aqua HideoutAS, Route 124 Part 15 - Mossdeep City, Mossdeep Gym, Route 125, Shoal Cave, Route 127 Part 16 - Route 128, Seafloor Cavern Part 17 - Route 126, Sootopolis City, Cave of Origin, Sootopolis Gym Part 18 - Mauville Hills, New Mauville, Routes 129, 130 and 131, Pacifidlog Town Part 19 - Routes 132, 1 33, and 134,
Sealed Chamber, Island Cave, Desert Ruins, Ancient Tomb Part 20 - Sea Mauville, Burnt Slab, Mirage Points Part 21 - Ever Grande City, Victory Road Part 22 - Pokémon League Part 23 - Littleroot Town , Route 101, Petalburg City, Devon Corporation, Granite Cave, Mossdeep Space Center, Meteor Falls, Team Magma/Aqua Hideout, Sootopolis City,
Route 131, Sky Pillar Part 24 - Littleroot Town, Route 101, S.S. Tidal Part 25 - Battle Resort, Pokémon League: Round 2, Littleroot Town, Route 101 Cheeky Kid is a true blue casual player. Whenever he doesn't watch anime or read manga, chances are he's playing unnecessarily. Pokemon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire Postgame Walkthrough
Pokémon OR/AS - Nintendo (Fair Use)35 Things to Do After Beating Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha SapphireHooray to You, New Hoenn Champion! After starting the adventure from the small town of Littleroot, you managed to counter Team Magma/Aqua's evil plans, save the world from the uncontrollable power of Primal Groudon/Kyogre, and even
beat the Elite Four and former champion, Steven Stone. But the adventure is far from over! Pokémon Omega Ruby and Sapphire (OR/AS) offers a lot of history and post-match commitments! There are still many things to do: the Hoenn region is definitely vast! Here it is: a post-match walkthrough of Pokémon ORAS made just for you! Pokémon Omega Ruby
and Alpha Sapphire Postgame Guide and Walkthrough 1. Complete the DeltaBelieve episode or not, the plot of this game does not end with your victory against Team Magma/Aqua, Primal Groudon/Kyogre, elite four and champion. There's actually more to the story than it looks. That's how the Delta episode begins! The Episode Delta Pokémon OR/AS -
Nintendo (Fair Use)Here's a quick guide to completing the Delta episode:Run to Zinnia in Littleroot Town. Fight and defeat Courtney/Matt at Petalburg City. Meet Steven Stone in Rustboro City. Head to granite cave to fight Zinnia and claim the meteor fragment. Head to Mossdeep City and talk to Professor Cozmo. Talk to Steven Stone in Meteor Falls. Head
back to Rustboro City and help Devon Corporation. Defeat Courtney/Matt at Mossdeep City. Visit Team Magma/Aqua's Hideout and take on battles. Talk to Steven Stone in Mossdeep City. Talk to Wallace in Sootopolis City and engage him in battle. Talk to Zinnia at the base of Sky Pillar. Capture Rayquaza and fight Zinnia again at the Sky Pillar Summit. Fly
with Rayquaza into space and meet Deoxys. Watch the meteor shower in Mossdeep City with Brendan/May before finally returning home. 2. Get more starters from Professor BirchJohto Starters: Cyndaquil, Chikorita and TotodileTo get a Johto starter (Cyndaquil, Chikorita or Totodile), beat the Elite Four of the Pokémon League once! Professor Birch will call
her after leaving her home in Littleroot Town. He is attacked by a Shroomish, and then will ask you to choose a Johto Starter from his bag. Unova Starters: Snivy, Oshawott, and TepigTo get a Starter Unova (Snivy, Oshawott, or Tepig), just finish the Delta episode. Professor Birch will call her after leaving her home in Littleroot Town. He is attacked by a
Machoke, and then will ask you to choose a Unova Starter from his bag. Sinnoh Starters: Piplup, Chimchar and TurtwigTo get a Sinnoh Starter (Piplup, Chimchar or Turtwig), beat the Mega Elite Four and Champion. Yes, this time you have to beat the Elite Four and the Champion who is now meaner and stronger! Professor Birch will call her after leaving her
home in Littleroot Town. He is attacked by his wife, who has traded as a wild Pokémon, and then asks you to choose a Sinnoh Starter from his bag.3. Take your s.s. ticket and board the Marea S.S. After beating the Elite Four and finishing the Delta episode, you'll be back in Littleroot Town again. There, your father will talk to you saying that a gift has arrived
for her from Mr. Briney. The gift is nothing else the S.S. ticket! It's a ferry ferry that will allow you to board the luxurious S.S. Tidal, which is located in Lilycove City and Slateport City.Inside the S.S. Tide, more battles and objects await you! It is also the gateway to new places such as the South Island and battle resort.The S.S. Tidal Pokémon OR/AS -
Nintendo (Fair Use)4. Head to battle resortDo after getting your S.S. ticket and board the Tide S.S., you'll finally be able to go to the Battle Resort! At battle resort, you'll have the chance to engage in more challenging battles through the Battle Maison, get more special items and mega stones, and learn new moves from Move Tutors.The Battle Resort
Pokémon OR/AS - Nintendo (Fair Use)5. Get your free Sharpedo and Camerupt To claim your free Sharpedo and Camerupt, head to one of the Battle Resort's beach houses. In one of the beach houses, you'll encounter two grunts (one from Team Aqua and one from Team Magma). Apparently, the two grunts decided to live with each other. Later, a few
other grunts come to tell both of everything that had happened. Next time you visit, both grunts will tell you about their plans to reform their respective teams. After everything is said and done, Team Aqua Grunt and Team Magma Grunt will give you Sharpedo and Camerupt, respectively.6. Engaged in Battles at the Battle MaisonSi makes its way from the X
&amp; Y versions, the Battle Maison arrives once again to give you a little more thrill through exciting battles! Like previous games, the Battle Maison allows you to fight trainers through four different styles: Single, Double, Triple, and Rotation. Every time you win, you get BP (Battle Points), which you can trade for fantastic prizes. Plus, every battle gets more
and more challenging with you fighting leaders and participating in Super Battles to become the best trainer of all!7. Test your battle skills at the Battle InstituteThe Battle Institute is located on the eastern side of Mauville City. Here, you can polish your skills through battle tests (singles or doubles) by battling five increasingly challenging consecutive trainers.
The Battle Institute is not just about fighting pure, it's about being ranked here based on your skills and tactics! After testing, you are assigned a certificate that evaluates you like a battler and gives you BP and special items.8. You get both Acro Bike and Mach BikeThe you heard it right! In Pokémon OR/AS, you can get both the Mach Bike and the Acro Bike.
To get both, you need to advertise rydel bikes throughout the Hoenn.Mach Bike region - Show off your Mach Bike at the Hex Maniac. It can be found north of the desert area on Route 111. Drive your Mach up the dirt road to reach it. Acro Bike - Show off your Acro bike at the Bird Trainer.Si located north of Route 119. Use Surf and Waterfall to move the river
and waterfall and ride your Acro Bike across the bridge to reach it. Mach Bike/Acro Bike - Show the Mach Bike or Acro Bike at triathlete. It can be found in the southeast part of the beach at the Battle Resort. After doing the homework mentioned above, return to Rydel in Mauville City and he will give you the other bike. Congratulations! Now you have both the
Mach Bike and Acro Bike to ride freely throughout the Hoenn region. With both bikes at your disposal, you can now also access all areas of the Safari Zone.9. Get Beldum from Steven StoneDo after completing the Delta episode, head to Steven Stone's house in Mossdeep City. There, you'll find a PokéBall (Beldum) on the table with a note saying it's a gift
for you from Steven Stone.10. Get TogepiOnce defeat/take Primal Groudon/Kyogre, head to Lavaridge Town, and talk to the old woman who is near the hot springs. This time, it will give you an egg that will eventually hatch like Togepi, an egg Pokémon!11. Dare to challenge the toughest Pokémon Mega League If you've won the Pokémon League once and
completed the Delta episode, now it's time to have a rematch with the Elite Four and Champions again! This time, they won't be the same as before! Pokémon levels are banged at a higher notch, and each trainer will now fight you with the power of Mega Evolution. What's it like for a challenge? The Elite Four of the Pokémon POKÉMON OR/AS of Pokemon
League - Nintendo (Fair Use)12. Complete Wattson's new sidequest After defeating or capturing Primal Groudon/Kyogre, you'll find Wattson, the gym leader of Mauville City, which is across the street from the Square Tower on the 1st floor of mauville city. So and there, he will invite you to his apartment in Mauville Hills, where he will tell you about the
problems of New Mauville and get you to do a job for him.13. Complete Mr. Bonding's side search and get all the O-PowersThe search for Mr. Bonding Sidequest is a quest that tells the story of Mr. Bonding's origin and the O-Powers. To reveal the origin story and get all the O-Powers you need to talk to some people at the Pokémon Center in Mauville City.
You also need access to the Mauville Hills to complete this mission. Once done, you'll witness Mr. Bonding's Origin story and get all the O-Powers available in the game.14. Complete all trick housefound rooms on Route 110, The Trick House and Trick Master are as difficult as possible! Using ingenuity and intelligence, trick house chambers are really fun to
do! All in all, there are six rooms in the Trick House. Will you be able to solve them all?15. Pokémon Battle Rematch With WallyDo after becoming the best in the Battle Maison of battle resort claiming victory in Super Battles, finally able to have the the rematch with Wally. Now, it's stronger than ever! Defeat him and he will be available for battle every day,
but with a stronger team than before. To put it simply, he is the highest-level character you can ever face in the game. Defeat him and become the best coach in the entire Hoenn region! Rematch with Wally at Battle Resort Pokémon OR/AS - Nintendo (Fair Use)16. Catch Regirock, Regice and Registeel Like the old Ruby/Sapphire/Emerald games, catching
Regirock, Regice, and Registeel requires some specific conditions to be fulfilled. Here are the conditions:Have a Relicanth on the first slot of your party. Have a Wailord in the last slot of your party. Have the moves Surf, Diving, Dig, Fly, and Force. It could also help you learn Braille or have a guide (which you can easily find online) ready for each case. The
first thing you need to do is cause an earthquake near the city of Pacifidlog. Once this is done, the caves that hold Regirock, Regice and Registeel will open. Here are the places where you can find them:Regirock is located in the cave in the southern part of the desert near Lavaridge Town. Regice is located in the Island Cave north of Route 105. Registeel is
located in the ancient tomb on Route 120. 17. Capture Regigigas Just like Regirock, Regice and Registeel, catching Regigigas is also a bit complicated. To capture it, you'll need to have Regirock, Regice, and Registeel in your group. After that, you need to talk to a certain girl in the Pokémon Center's own home in the city of Pacifidlog. He will tell you that you
had Regice held in Casteliacone, Nevermelt Ice or a snowball. So, you have to give your Regice a nickname. And finally, you have to go to the Island Cave north of Route 105. If all conditions are met successfully, Regigigas will challenge you in a battle then and there.18. Capture Ho-oh or LugiaTo capture Ho-oh (Omega Ruby) or Lugia (Alpha Sapphire),
you have to go to Sea Mauville (north of Route 108) to get the scanner, which can be found in the basement. Give Captain Stefn the scanner in Slateport City and he will give you a clear bell or a tidal bell. Return to Sea Mauville and the Clear Bell/Tidal Bell will reson to make the Ho-oh/Lugia.19 portal appear. Capture Rayquaza Completing the Delta episode,
you'll inevitably encounter legendary Flying/Dragon Pokémon, Rayquaza. Once done, take it with all your might!20. Capture DeoxysConsusing the Delta episode, you'll inevitably encounter the legendary psychic space Pokémon, Deoxys. Once you've done that, take it with all your might. This is said to be the hardest Pokémon to catch in the game, so feel
free to use your Master Ball on it. The decisive battle with Deoxys Pokémon OR/AS - Nintendo (Fair Use)21. Capture HeatranHeatran is legendary fire/steel that can be found at the lowest level of the scorcehed slab, scorcehed, is north of Route 120. Inside the cave, Flannery will tell you that there is a rare Pokémon living there. That's Heatran, and now it's
up to you to get it.22. Explore the sights of Mirage and capture other legendary Pokemon Mirage locations are legend stuff! After taking the Eon flute, you will be able to fly through the skies of Hoenn with Latios/Latias. As you skyrocket, you'll encounter mirage spots in the form of dimensional fissures, storm clouds, islands, and other land masses. Depending
on factors such as time, items, and Pokémon in your group, Mirage Points will appear as they disappear! Once you're at a Mirage spot, you'll usually encounter legendary Pokémon that you once thought you'd never be able to catch. Visit all the sights of Mirage and catch the legends!23. Collect 1000 flags for your secret base One of the special features of
secret bases is that you can collect flags to boost your special secret friend skills and receive special items. If you can collect 1000 flags, your secret friends' special abilities will be upgraded to the max and you'll also receive confetti ball and a Garchompite.24. Compete competitively in Pokémon Contests Pokémon Contests return from the original
Ruby/Sapphire/Emerald games. Now, it's up to date and reviewed for the better. Not only do your Pokémon become much more attractive and spectacular by participating in contests, but you also receive assorted items from fans. If your Pokémon wins a Master's Degree Contest and becomes a competition star, it gains an eye-catching special effect that is
displayed every time you send it into battle. Pokémon thrill challenges Pokémon OR/AS - Nintendo (Fair Use)25. Get the Gold Trainer cardThe trainer card changes color every time you make something meaningful in the game. For OR/AS, the colors are bronze, silver and gold and you get the color that suits your results. To earn the Gold Trainer Card, the
highest trainer card of all, you must reach the following milestones:Defeat elite four Complete the Hoenn Pokédex Defeat the Leader at the 50th Strip of Battle Maison 26. Getting Platinum Crowns in All RoutesObtaining Platinum Crowns means you've encountered and captured all Pokémon (including hidden ones) on routes through the PokéNav. To make it
a challenge and motivation to catch them all, try to get all the platinum crowns on all routes in the game.27. Take part in the battles of Mauville Food CourtIt is fun, appetizing and fulfilling! The Battles of the Food Court make a tasty return! Now that you're pretty much done with the game, why not participate in this unique kind of challenge. Order food and
fight it with other diners! Wonder? You could also a special coach inside the Food Court and win a special award. Note: Mauville Mauville's Food Battles are available in Single, Double, and Triple Battles.28. Decorate your secret base to your liking! If you can't think of anything else to do, then why not go out of your way to decorate your secret base. Not only
do you get satisfaction from designing the best secret base in the world, but you can also share it for the whole world to see! Also, getting all the furniture and decorations in the game is a challenge in itself! The Super Secret Pokémon Base OR/AS - Nintendo (Fair Use)29. Do you collect all the TMsAi dreamed of seeing all the moves in Pokémon games?
Have you ever wondered what all the moves are like? Well, now's your chance! Not all moves can be learned via TM (Technical Machines), but it's a start! There are about a hundred of them, to be exact, so collect them all and teach them all to your Pokémon! Here is a guide for all TM and HM30 locations. Do you collect all the Mega StonesMega? Of
course! Mega Evolutions has always been nice since it was introduced! So why not make a point to collect all the Mega Stones and witness all the awesome Mega Evolutions in the game? I'm sure every Mega Evolution is a must see! You won't regret it!31. Collect all the berries Since when have the berries become so many and abundant? There are no
longer just a few berries: there is a gazillion! Don't you believe me? Why not go around the Hoenn region and pick them all up? Spread the berries and plant them all over the world! Plus, you can turn them into Pokéblocks and feed them your Pokémon.32. Collect soot and swap it for items at Glass WorkshopOn Route 113, there's a glass workshop that
offers you flutes and stylish furniture in exchange for soot. Yes, Soot! All you have to do is pick up a lot of soot around Mount Chimney on Route 113 and swap them for the rare items. This is the glass lab for you!33. Push your luck to lottery cornerbelieve or not, there's a lottery corner on the 1st floor of the Department Store in Lilycove City. Every day, you
can push your luck and win spectacular prizes. They say if you're lucky, you might even win another Master Ball.34. Reach level 100This is one of the most fulfilling things you can do in any Pokémon game: reach level 100! It's boring and time-consuming, but that's what makes everything useful. Level 100 is the highest level. It's proof that you and your
Pokémon bonded and became the best!35. Take them all and complete the Pokedex! That's the ultimate goal: catch them all and fill the Pokédex! It's pretty self-explanatory. Go on an adventure and meet new friends! Fill your Pokédex and show the whole world who the boss is! You will become the best Pokémon Trainer! I have to get them all! Questions
&amp; AnswersThis: Pokemon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire, when I understand who stuck the boy on the Is? Answer: Right now. The guy stuck on the beach is Looker.Question: Is it possible to win Latios back if I traded him? Answer: Yes, possible ways to win it back include: have other people exchange their Latios for you, receive it from official
events, or get it from a mysterious gift such as code or gift. CommentsArena Closer on June 19, 2020:Thank you for all this information! If you want to trade, my NAME ORAS is Arena Closer and my Ultra Sun one Obsidius.Me on June 1, 2020: Very helpful and informative, thank you very much for this article. Idek on March 30, 2020:BroHow do you get
ethers and elixir? Can you buy them in a specific pokemart? Idefk but I need them super bad rn and im from berries leppa and I can't plant them like that.... EeveeMaster on March 10, 2019:I just completed the delta, but I'm too lazy to go and fight people over and over again to come more pokeball to catch all the legends :Neveringgamer on November 18,
2018:What do you do if you complete the post game and delta episode? Episode?
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